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Dealing with Conflict 
Mental Preparedness & 
Tools to Thrive



Program Preparation avoids Conflict

Clear plan of what to expect, when, and responsibilities

This avoids confusion with others and provides clarity to relationships

It also provides a reference point in case a disagreement occurs



Act Responsibly to Conflicts

A leader must act responsibly when handling conflict, respect for the leader 
depends on it

If everyone around you knows it must be dealt with and your are still waiting 
to act, you are losing the respect of your peers and those lead

Be prepared to ACT



Diagnose the Conflict

Diagnosis of the conflict begins with a thorough assessment of the situation

Be prepared to listen to what the problem is

Not all decisions that need to be made will be supported by everyone



Maintain Boundaries

A leader must assist and support others in maintaining boundaries

The leader must possess enough self-awareness to keep themselves from 
crossing lines

An ongoing awareness of boundaries will help assist in establishing 
standards to prevent further conflicts

Give examples of crossing boundaries



In Conflict Respect Differences

Respect the unique differences in people and learn to see things from 
differing points of view to better understand how to avoid future conflicts

Conflict resolution is rarely black and white

Respecting differences can help you better understand how to manage 
conflict with people in general



Confront the Tension

Leader must confront the tension head-on, don’t wait

Conflict can yield an emotional state of mind that makes it more difficult to 
manage it

Perception is not always reality and oftentimes we don’t confront because 
the point of view distorts what we believe is true

What has held you up from confronting a situation?



Identify a Goal

The leader should have a clear plan of what a good solution looks like

The leader must gather information and develop self awareness

The goal sought should fix the situation and be fair to those watching



Tools to Thrive
Conflict Management Style





Competing

You try to satisfy your own 
concerns at another’s expense. 
You win and they lose. 



Competing (when to USE and NOT)

USE - There is an emergency that requires quick and decisive action

USE - When unpopular steps are necessary, such as enforcing rules

NOT - If the outcome doesn’t really matter to you

NOT - When you are not the subject matter expert



Collaborating

You try to find a solution to 
conflict that satisfies all 
concerned - A win-win. 



Collaborating (when to USE and NOT)

USE - Your objective is to learn from the conflict

USE - The concerns of both parties are too important to be compromised

NOT - A quick decision is imperative to the situation

NOT - The conflict is trivial, and too much time would be needed



Compromising (when to USE and 
NOT) 

Your solution only partially 
satisfies each member in the 
conflict. There are no winners and 
no losers.



Compromising (when to USE and 
NOT)

USE - The potential disruption involved with asserting your goals is not worth 
the effort

USE - You realize the situation is complicated and needs more time to solve 
than is available. A temporary solution is needed

NOT - When compromising ultimately undermines the values and principles 
of the organization

NOT - If an attitude of gaming is noticed, which will deflect attention away 
from the merits of the actual issues at hand



Avoiding

You don’t try to satisfy yourself or 
other people involved in the 
conflict. Instead, you stay away 
from the situation entirely. 
Nobody wins.



Avoiding (when to USE and NOT) 

USE - Emotions are high, and people need to cool down

USE - The benefit of facing the conflict does not outweigh the cost of doing 
so

USE - There are more pressing issues at hand

NOT - The decision at hand must be made quickly

NOT - The core reason is to avoid a frank conversation



Accommodating

You are willing to sacrifice your 
own needs and desires for other 
people involved in the conflict. 
You lose and they win.



Accommodating (when to USE and 
NOT)

USE - Preserving harmony is the most important aspect of the conflict 
situation

USE - The issue at hand is much more important to the other person

USE - You realize you are wrong. Accommodating in this situation shows 
that you are reasonable

NOT - Safety and security are paramount to resolving the conflict 



Sample Situations (how to avoid/deal)

Parents are complaining about the arrival time for kids, from the camping trip.

A staff member is complaining about how much time youth group is taking.

A parent is concerned about your expectation for child attendance, you did 
not know about their family funeral.

Pastor forgot about the Pathfinder Sabbath and scheduled an education 
Sabbath. It’s Wednesday.

A boy and girl were caught in a compromising position. The girl’s parent are 
demanding that you expel the boy from camp.



Q & A


